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Abstract 
 
The optical networking technology has taken a dimension of Elastic Optical 

Networking to support unprecedented growth of internet traffic fuelled by 

burgeoning media applications, e-governance, residential backhaul and 

enterprises‘ data traffic. Though the elastic optical networking has promising 

capabilities to satisfy enormous bandwidth requirements, there are inherent 

challenges in routing and spectrum assignment (RSA) in view of optimal use 

of resources. The article presents a comprehensive survey of spectrum 

assignment techniques related to network planning and operation; their 

classifications into distance adaptive RSA, traffic grooming, fragmentation 

aware, load balancing and survivability issues. 

 

Keywords: Elastic optical networks, lightpath, routing and spectrum 

assignment, ILP formulations, heuristics 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Cisco has forecast in its digital transformation study across diverse 

segments: enterprise, public sector and service providers, that an increase of 

13 fold in WiFi6 hotspots, a compounded annual growth rate of 20% in fixed  
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broad band speeds, 27% in average mobile network connection speeds from 

the year 2018 till 2023[1]. On the other hand bandwidth intensive 

applications on internet demanding varied bit rates (400Gbps, 1Tbps) are not 

viably supported by traditional Wavelength Division Multiplexing 

(WDM)[2]. Accordingly flexible allocation of spectrum resources for Mixed 

Line Rate (MLR) requirements have been proposed [3]. In optical networks 

dependent on fixed wavelength grid, full wavelengths are allocated for traffic 

requests that require even far less than the wavelength‘s capacity[4]. A 

paradigm, Elastic Optical Networks support bandwidth variability, to 

dynamically support bandwidth demands and utilize spectrum more 

efficiently[5]. The underlying technology behind EONs is Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplexing(OFDM), a spectrally efficient multicarrier 

modulation technique[6] involves splitting a data stream into its component 

lower data rate streams. Each of these component streams are modulated 

over a separate subcarrier using conventional modulation schemes such as 

quadrature phase shift keying(QPSK) or quadrature amplitude 

modulation(QAM).  

Recent years have seen extensive research focus pertaining OFDM 

applications to optical networks as a means to overcome physical 

impairments in optical communications. The key challenge for design and 

control of spectrum efficient, less time complex, reliable and truly dynamic 

optical networking infrastructure lies in pan network routing and spectrum 

management.  

The aim of this paper is to review and classify the recent spectrum 

management techniques used to improve spectrum utilisation efficiency 

along with reduction of time complexity. The remainder of this paper is 

organised as follows. In Section 2, an overview of Elastic Optical Networks, 

the associated advantages and challenges is presented. In Section 3, covers 

the approaches based on distance-adaptive RSA. In Section 4 and 5, traffic 

grooming and fragmentation aspects are examined. In Section 6, discussion 

on load balancing is given. In Section 7, survivability issues are discussed 

and in Section 8, the conclusion of the paper is presented. 

 

2 Elastic Optical Networks 
 

 With the enabling technologiesbandwidth variable optical filters, 

wavelength selective switches(WSS), and OFDM modulation, the Spectrum 

Sliced Elastic Optical Path Networks(SLICE) offer flexibility and efficient 

match between requested and provisioned bandwidths. The SLICE networks 

are otherwise referred to as Elastic Optical Networks(EONs). A flexible 

network infrastructure for EONs is possible by the enabling technologies 

such as Bandwidth Variable Transceivers (BVT), Reconfigurable Optical 

Add/Drop Multiplexers(ROADM)[7].The EONs have several advantages 

such as resilience to degraded flexible lightpaths, elastic data rates and higher 

spectral efficiency and better scalability[8]. 
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To satisfy a connection request between source-destination nodes of a 

network, required number of subcarriers are allocated on to the links along 

the routes computed. The key advantage, finer granularity offered by OFDM 

introduces certain challenges in the network planning as to how the spectrum 

slices or bandwidth resources are managed and these are referred as 

constraints namely, spectrum contiguity, spectrum continuity constraints, 

variability in data rates. Spectrum continuity constraint is defined as the 

requirement of spectrum availability over all the links along a lightpath 

between the source and destination. Spectrum contiguity constraint is the 

requirement of continuous range of frequencies to satisfy the bandwidth 

requirements of a lightpath request when a single link is considered in the 

lightpath. The varied bandwidth requirements of source-destination pairs 

which arise dynamically have to be tracked all along the links coordinating 

bandwidth variable transceivers and wavelength selective switches. 

 

2.1 ILP and Heuristics 
 

In the Routing and Spectrum Assignment problem, given a set of traffic 

demands between possible source-destination pairs, the objective is to find 

routes between the source destination pairs and assign frequency slots 

corresponding to each route. This sort of assignment of spectrum for 

corresponding routes is called lightpath establishment. When traffic requests 

in a network are known in advance, the RSA turns out to be offline RSA. On 

the other hand, if the traffic requirements are time varying and dynamic, the 

associated RSA is termed as online RSA which has increased complexity of 

arriving at solutions. 

The mathematical model well suited for RSA problem is Integer Linear 

Programming(ILP) model, tailored to the respective problem variant.RSA 

problems have been modelled as optimization problem with arc-path and 

node-arc ILP models. Link based ILP models have been studied in [9,10,11]; 

the constraints involved are spectrum continuity constraint, spectrum 

contiguity constraint. As the ILP models are NP-hard (i.e nondeterministic 

polynomial time- hard) computational complex and suitable only for smaller 

sized networks, for large instances heuristic approaches[12] are utilised to 

gain efficiency and reduced time complexity. In the further review 

discussions, each of the spectrum management techniques followed fall 

under both the offline and online scenario.   

 

3 Distance-Adaptive RSA 
 

In traditional networks which deploy Wavelength Division Multiplexing 

technology, the optical transmission is made over a frequency grid[13]as 

recommended by ITU-T[14] with fixed sized channel spacing ranging from 

12.5GHz to 100GHz. The fixed channel bandwidths limit the judicious way  
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of  allocating spectrum resources. When the capacity requested by a user is 

above the bandwidth accommodated by the wavelength, an additional 

wavelength is very much needed to support the traffic, while the capacity 

required by the user is say half of the bandwidth provided by the wavelength, 

the capacity remains underutilized. The adequacy of provisioned capacity 

with the capacity on demand accounts for the utilization efficiency[15], 

considering the number of nodes traversed by the traffic, impairments 

suffered and transmission quality at the nodes along the route. 

In the Elastic Optical Networks based on optical OFDM, the desired 

attributes of varying the modulation format, bits per symbol[l6], varying the 

modulation level based on optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR)[15] 

arefollowed to have improved spectrum utilization. The distance 

adaptive(DA) spectrum assignment in flexible grid networks with optical 

coherent transceivers supporting different baud rates mapped to modulation 

formats and the maximum reads reveals the fact that spectrum width and 

modulation format could be traded off[13]. An argument that network size, 

distributionof traffic demand and the algorithms followed play vital role in 

the utilization of spectrum is given[17,18, 19]. 

The researchersin[17] have presented the modelling of Distancing 

Adaptive RSA as multiprocessor scheduling problem and investigated the 

fixed alternate routing case. In this joint Routing and Spectrum Assignment 

problem a low SNR tolerant, high level modulation format is assigned for 

shortest paths, while high SNR, low level modulation format is allotted for 

longer lightpaths. The study has been approached as a list scheduling task 

with the ‗routes evaluated‘ ccorresponds to a set of processors whereas 

‗spectrum consumed‘ to processing time. As an extension to the work also in 

[18], it is established that list scheduling can be adapted to network planning 

problems. 

Major chunk of the literature regarding DA-PSA focus on dynamic traffic 

scenario. The studies reveal that the integer linear programming model 

formulation of the RSA can be followed [20, 21, 22] for arriving at solutions 

for networks of the smaller size, specificallythe NP completeness of the 

problem has been proved[18,23]. The online DA-RSA problems considered 

find heuristic algorithms applied to satisfy randomly arriving connection 

requests. A two-step approach is followed in instances for the basic online 

dynamic RSA problem, wherein the data rate and the maximum reach are the 

players is determining spectrum allocation model. 

A variant of the DA-RSA problem referred to as the Distance Spectrum 

Assignment (DSA) problem presented in [23] is solved by a two phase 

approach. The solution obtained in the initial phase is fine tuned to enhance 

the quality of the solution. The researchers adopt guard bands of different 

sizes to reduce crosstalk levels between lightpathsinstead of having fixed 

guard band size. The network planning problem with the prerequisite 

knowledge of lightpath requests, their routing paths and the available spectral 

resources, conflict graphs are constructed with weights assigned proportional  
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to guard band size. An ordered distance spectrum assignment algorithm with 

spectrum having less cross talk is followed to assign frequency slots for the 

lightpath requests.As an attempt to enhance the solution‘s quality, a greedy 

heuristic method in its initial phase assigns spectrum based on vertex order; 

and in the further phase, a provisioning region obtained by partitioning 

scheme is subdivided into disjoint subregions based on vertex number and 

thus spectrum is assigned. 

In [19], DA-RSA problem is approached as a two-step process to find 

routes and assign spectrum.  By k-distance adaptive paths(KDAP) routing 

scheme, fixed and alternate routes are found initially between source-

destination pairs based on the physical distance between them and required 

bit rate to satisfy the traffic requirement. The routes are then partitioned 

alternatively based on the required traffic demand or in other words based on 

the subcarrier requirement. The authors have shown their results to outweigh 

the performance of conversional hop count, K-shortest path link disjoint 

routing methods though the network size and traffic requirements are varied. 

 

4 Traffic Grooming RSA 
 

Traffic grooming RSA, a variant of Routing and Spectrum Assignment 

optimization problem provisionsmultigranular traffic. A finer frequency 

spacing of the order of 6.25GHz or 12.5GHz slices enable higher flexibility 

than the traditional WDM networks [24].The flexible grid spectrum have 

been made realisable by the use of Bandwidth Variable Transceivers and 

Bandwidth variable optical cross connects. The researchers in [24] have 

concentrated on the grooming and spectrum assignment aspects of RSA for 

the class of optical metre networks; have adopted guard bands of 6.25 GHz 

for the ring network topology. A weighted cost function is evaluated with an 

ultimate objective of minimizing the occupied spectrum and number of 

transceivers used. 

Static grooming RSA has been analysed by [25] for metro-flexible 

networks with the organization of several optically adjacent channels to form 

a super channel. A routing, modulation level spectrum assignment(RMLSA) 

problem formulation having the definitions of physical topology, traffic 

demands, maximum reach for the modulation formats has been assessed for a 

ring topology. The additional attributes of spectrum granularity and 

bandwidth supported by transceivers are also considered to map traffic 

requests to groomed lightpaths. The mathematical model, to create the 

number of transceivers and spectrum occupancy savings, the problem is 

modelled with an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation. 

Traffic grooming in a dynamic traffic scenario have been the thrust of 

investigation by most researchers to provide an insight into the aspects where 

demands of the varying capacity arising in the network are modelled as ILP 

formulations in [4, 26, 27, 28], the electrical layer routing and optical are 

described by auxiliary graphs.The work carried out in[26] formulates the  
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grooming with aggregation flexibility and associates grooming with 

precomputation complexity. The authors in [29] have followed RSA flex 

Algorithm aimed at minimizing the bandwidth blocking probability and 

fragmentation ratio for varying traffic loads. Frequency slot availability are 

labelled on the edges of multigraph and the shortest path algorithm is 

applied. For assigning bandwidth, the edges in the multigraph are mapped 

into a single edge of generated graph. The shortest paths are found by 

evaluating lowest weight among the generated graphs. An extension to the 

work has been given in terms of applying Failure Independent Path 

Protection(FIPPp-cycle); to create protection paths, apply spectrum overlap 

between the working and protection paths and traffic grooming jointly. 

The researchers in [30] have shown further enhancement to their work to 

apply p-cycle FIPP protection called Straddling p-cycle FIPP for 

provisioning resilience against two simultaneous failures where sharing of 

spectrum slots among the protection paths is envisaged. The assumption of 

space division multiplexed network enables the algorithm to result in better 

utilization of the resources.In [28], a minimal cost tree is constructed, where 

the tree constructed gives away for sharing the spectral resources. Protection 

handled here is based on protection mechanism at the segment level, where 

the spectrum is shared among disjoint segment of subtrees. 

 

5 Fragmentation Aware RSA 
 

Allocation of variable data rates in EONs to satisfy bandwidth needs of 

heterogeneous application leads to inherent challenges due to the dynamic 

nature of connection setup, namely fragmentation and fairness.Fragmentation 

arises due to allocation of contiguous subcarriers with arbitrary bandwidths; 

dynamic setup and tear-down in EONs. Bandwidth fragmentation is referred 

to as scattered distribution of smaller frequency slots across available 

bandwidth[31]. Fragmentation impacts the usage of these frequency slots for 

future connection requests and result in performance deviation of dynamic 

EONs. The necessity of spectrum continuity and spectrum contiguity 

constraints to be satisfied spells a degradation in spectrum utilization and 

traffic blocking probability[32]. The fragmentation phenomenon have 

bifurcations as vertical fragmentation and horizontal fragmentation. Vertical 

fragmentation refers to staggered distribution of frequency blocks within a 

link‘s spectrum; while horizontal fragmentation refers to non availability of 

free slots on a link in when the same slots are available on adjacent links 

along a lightpath. 

The RSA scheme with an eye on the fragmentation issues dealt with in 

[33] evaluates the relationship between the traffic bandwidth and carrying 

capacity of spectrum block. The carrying capacity of spectrum block is 

calculated taking into account block probability corresponding to spectrum 

slots. With this information, a load balanced shortest path routing algorithm  
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is adopted for transmission of information between source distribution pairs 

with an additional scheme of     k-shortest paths for routing the traffic. A 

linear weighted parameter associated with spectrum is assumed for priority 

selection for spectral assignment. The aforementioned RSA is a ‗proactive 

scheme‘ where the weights threshold are monitored periodically. One more 

proactive method prompted in[34] attempts to provide solution for RSA 

problem in EONs adopting Virtual Optical Network Embedding (VONE). 

Along with two other schemes source traffic balancing and defragmentation 

concentrates on a metric called fragment Block Size (FBS) to denote newly 

added frequency blocks evaluate defragmentation. 

In another variant ‗reactive‘ method discussed in [35], a fragmentation 

metric that uses the ratio between unusable slots and total free slots is 

estimated. The factor of wanted slots and unusable slots on subset of 

segments along a lightpath may be used to indicate slots availability for 

forming a super channel. This enhances the formation of a lightpath for a 

newly arriving traffic request. This path specific fragmentation measure is for 

respectivelightpaths. Collection of such measures for all the routes as an 

average can be utilized with weightage components based on business of the 

resource-destination pairs for spectrum assignment. The paper [36]discusses 

a reactive fragmentation aware RSA, wherein average fragmentation metrics 

are calculated for spatial modes. In addition, bordering super channelsi.e 

channels at the borders of already allocated channels, for spatial modes are 

found out with a thrust on defragmentation. The method provides spatial 

flexibility along with spectral flexibility.  

 

6 Load Balancing RSA 
 

In Elastic Optical Networks under mesh topology,traffic is routed via 

some links very often that these links handle higher loads compared to other 

segments. If the status of the links are taken into consideration by the routing 

schemes, allocation of resources can be done efficiently. The paper[33] 

envisages Distribution of Traffic Bandwidth(DoTB)metric, along with usual 

metrics of fragmentation. The metric is the sum of all spectrum blocks in a 

link and it does not increase linearly due to fragmentation of spectrum 

blocks. In[37], a bandwidth quantization concept was prompted to find out 

free spectral resources. By this concept the entire bandwidth is divided into 

equally separated frequency ranges and these component frequency slots 

carry a portion of the traffic. In another approach, number of quantization 

levels are optimized and thus quantization loss is minimized. An heuristic 

approach for minimizing the maximum load on a link and balancing the 

traffic load over the network has been given[38]. Balanced load spectrum 

allocation algorithm has been modified in such a way that in the steps to be 

followed, the highest loaded link is removed and k-shortest paths are re-

evaluated and a path with lowest maximum traffic is chosen and first fit 

spectrum assignment is followed. The paper [39] has put forth  
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Defragmentation Based Load Balancing Routing and Spectrum Assignment. 

In this method least loaded route (i.e) route with maximum available 

frequency slots is searched; a defragmentation step is carried out and re-

allotment of traffic is performed. Authors in [40] proposed optimization 

formulation for routing and heuristic approach for the spectrum allocation. 

The method evaluates threshold congestion level and the lightpaths are 

routed in the underutilized links with an objective of minimizing the 

congestion. Based on index associated with frequency slots, first fit 

assignment is followed for spectrum allotment for finite durations.  

 

7 Survivable RSA 
 

The EONs enabled by the OFDM technology support data rates of 1GB/s 

to 1TB/s and any failure in the link may result in an enormous data loss for 

every connection[41]. To guarantee hitless services, protection mechanism 

have to be in place. The types of failures may be link failures[42, 43, 44] or 

node failures[45]. Survivability is strategic reconfiguration ability possessed 

by a network to handle failure situation. Traffic flow interruption due to 

link/node failures may be averted proactively which is termed as protection, 

whereas provisioning of resources after failure occurs is called restoration. 

The literature presents survivability mechanism for single failures or multiple 

failures either in unicast or multicast manifestation. 

A single failure protection has been accomplished in [42] in a multicast 

scenario. The article finds a primary tree and backup resources for protection 

of multicast traffic. A layered graph approach is adopted to find link disjoint 

backup segments for every working segment. The backup segments are 

associated with dynamic cost representing the current state of the network. 

The process is extended to form several(k-number) of multicast trees with 

corresponding protection segments. The investigation in [46] thrives to solve 

RSA for EONs with 1+1:1 protection using a spectrum window plane(SWP) 

heuristic. The 1+1:1 protection mechanism involves working path, first 

protection path and second protection path. Dedicated resources are assigned 

to first protection path and shared resources are assigned to second protection 

path satisfying link disjoint constraints. Among the protection lightpaths. For 

establishing the second protection path, a least cost method is adopted for 

maximal sharing of protection capacitywith additional link disjoint 

conditions.The authors in [47] further their contribution by analysing the 

applicability of spectrum window plane(SWP) to 1:1:1, 1+1:1 and 1+1+1 

protection methods. [44] presentsa routing, modulation and spectrum 

assignment(RMSA) based problem, with 1+1 protection which is solved 

using least cost first (LCF) and minimum usage (MU) algorithms considering 

the associated cost of Maximum Transmission Distance. The LCF provides 

the minimum hopped path or shortest path. The minimum Usage (MU)  
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returns all the member paths within maximum MTD. The path is selected as 

the least cost path.  

The p-cycle protection schemes with ring like recovery speed are 

deployed to protect mesh networks from link failures. Such protection is 

dealt with in [48]; sharing of resources has been exploited for single link 

failures. The problem is formulated as NP-hard, Integer Linear Programming 

model, where two p-cycle share common spectrum if they have disjoint links. 

The heuristic approach followed orders the links in descending traffic 

demands; p-cycles with smallest space capacity is selected and coloring 

method performs the frequency slot assignment. Investigations in [45] have 

attempted solutions for multiple node failures in the EONs. The researchers 

have utilized path disaster availability metric which optimistically makes an 

estimate of path not being attacked by multiple node failures. A 

mathematical model has been provided to compute path disaster availability 

and the unaffected network resources are reassigned for newly arriving 

traffic requests. 

 

8 Conclusion 
 

This survey presented a review of the research efforts in the routing and 

spectrum assignment aspects in elastic optical networks in the context of 

distance adaptive, traffic grooming, fragmentation, load balanced and 

survivability. For the efficient routing and spectrum assignment, the authors 

in the literature have extensively adopted ILP formulations, their 

applicability for various traffic scenario and network sizes. A slew of 

heuristic approaches were followed by the authors to gain quicker solutions 

for instances of larger network size.  
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